Blue Dream Blues
from Weed Shop!

Drum Set

Electric Guitar

Bass Guitar

Piano

Swung, with a lazy feel \( \left( \frac{d}{4} = \text{c. 100} \right) \)

Male Soloist:

I've got the Fill

Ten/Bari(s)

D. S.

E.Gtr.

Fill

Bass

Pno.
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Blue Dream Blues

Can't you see I've got the blues? My friends came here, now they're okay. Can't you see I've got the blues? I can't see, I can't see, they're everything but blue.

can't go on another day. Can't you see I've got the blues? My life is in disarray.

can't go on another day. Can't you see I've got the blues? My life is in disarray.
Blue Dream Blues

sign this piece of pa - per, make my______ blues go a - way.______ Hey_ yeah_ go a - way.

Female soloist:

I've got a mi-graine and I can't sleep. So

continue in similar style

Fill
Blue Dream Blues

Sop(s)

E.Gtr.

Bass

Pno.

every night I try counting sheep,  choke I've tried as-prin,  I've tried a- leve.  But

none of that shit, it don't work for me.  Can't you see I've got the blues?

Ride bell
Blue Dream Blues

39

Sop(s)

D. S.

E.Gtr.

Bass

Pno.

You know what I'm askin' for, Can't you see I've got the blues? My mind is spent and my body's sore.

Can't you see I've got the blues? No remedies at the drug-store sign this piece of paper, make my
Blue Dream Blues

Female soloist:

Cystic fibrosis, Multiple Sclerosis, not to mention all that scoliosis.

Male soloist:

Asthma arthritis, degenerate

Keep time -- catch hits and fill as needed
Blue Dream Blues

Sop(s)

Hy-pen-tion, hy-per-ven-ti-la-tion, hy-po-gly-ce-mi-a!
We need it for our

Altos(s)

hy-po-gly-ce-mi-a!

Ten/Bari(s)

Em-phy-sa, en-do-me-tri-os-sis, hy-po-ther-mi-a!
Fill

D.S.

Cm7 G G7 A♭ A♭2 G7

E.Gtr.

G G7 A♭ A♭2 G7

Bass

G G7 A♭ A♭2 G7

Pno.

Alicia

Ens.

How do I take their

Sop(s)

ra-di-a-tion, de-hy-dra-tion, oc-ca-sion-al con-sti-pa-tion, can you tell us doc-tor, what's your rec-men-da-tion?

Altos(s)

Ens.

ra-di-a-tion, de-hy-dra-tion, oc-ca-sion-al con-sti-pa-tion, can you tell us doc-tor, what's your rec-men-da-tion?

Ten/Bari(s)

ra-di-a-tion, de-hy-dra-tion, oc-ca-sion-al con-sti-pa-tion, can you tell us doc-tor, what's your rec-men-da-tion?

D.S.

Cm G G7 A♭ A♭2 A♭ G G7 Cm/G

E.Gtr.

A♭ A♭2 A♭ G G7

Bass

A♭ A♭2 A♭ G G7

Pno.
Blue Dream Blues

Alicia

blues a-way when I've got to keep my own blues at bay. I wish that Dave could be open and stay, but then again I've been

D. S.

E.Gtr.

Bass

Pno.

f

keep time – catch hits and fill as needed

Ten/Bari(s)

How do I take their blues away when

Sop(s)

I've got the mumps, I've got

Alto(s)

I've got the mumps, I've got

Keep time – catch hits and fill as needed
I've got to keep my own blues at bay, I wish that Dave could be o-pen and stay, but then a-gain I've been all kinds of un-i-den-ti-fied lumps. I need a pre-scrip-tion for some-thing green. Any-thing to give me some re-

Can't you see I've got the blues? how can I take their blues a-way? Can't you see I've got the blues? And lief. I need the blue dream for my blues lief. I need the blue dream for my blues lief. I need the blue dream for my blues

I've all lief.

I've all lief.

I've all lief.
Blue Dream Blues

Alicia

go a - way!

Sign this piece of pa - per, make my blues go a - way.

Keep basic beat style - add improvisations

Sop(s)

Alto(s)

Ten/Bari(s)

D. S.

E.Gtr.

Bass

Pno.

Alicia

sign your piece of pa - per, make your blues go a - way!

Sign this piece of pa - per, make my blues

Sign this piece of pa - per, make my blues

Sign this piece of pa - per, make my blues

I'll

-choke

freely